1. The South Australian Almanack, and Adelaide and Colonial Directory for 1844. --- By Thomas Young Cotter, Esq.---
Adelaide: Published by A. Macdougall, Rundle-street,...

1.1 Outline Sketch of the Settled Portion of the Colony of South Australia. 1842. Adelaide 1st January 1844 A. Macdougall. Printed for the South Australian Almanac
Adelaide : Macdougall, 1844
Scale: 11/16" = 10 miles
1 map : 30 x 25.5 cm.
NOTE: Map has full length insert 30.5 x 6 cm. listing Stations & Inns.
I. B., J. H.
1. Ranches--South Australia  2. Sheep ranches--South Australia  3. South Australia--History--1836-1851
Location : SSL:M

1.2 Cartographer: Pullen, J. W.
Plan of part of Encounter Bay and lakes, Alexandrina & Albert / reduced from the recent surveys, 1840
Adelaide
Adelaide : Wainright & Beck, 1840
Scale - none listed
1 map : 12 x 16.5 cm.
NOTE: Map reduced from J. W. Pullen's surveys.
Shows soundings in feet at low water. Map of Coorong extends for 3 cm. through lower border of map.

Location : SSL:M

1.3 Cartographer: Pullen, J. W.
Sketch of the Sea mouth of the Murray by J. W. Pullen 1840
Scale : 1 1/8" = 1/4 nautical mile
1 map : 15.5 x 16.5 cm.
NOTE: Reference in lower right hand corner of map to soundings in feet at low water. + Tide Board. Rise on bar 5 feet Ordinary Tides. With afresh in River. Shoals are always covered.
1. Murray River Estuary - (N.S.W.-S.Aust.)--History
Location : SSL:M
1845

2.1 Plan of the intended new port, Adelaide, South Australia, as designed by His Excellency Col. G. Gawler, K.H. etc., etc., etc., divided into Sections of 80 and 134 acres.
Adelaide: Office of the "South Australian", n.d.
Scale: 1" = 40 ch
1 map : 27.5 x 24.5 cm
NOTE: Same as maps in Murray 1846 [Map no.15] and 1848 [Map no.6]

1. Adelaide (S. Aust.)--History--1836-1851 2. Port Adelaide (S. Aust.)--History
Location : VSL

1846
3. The South Australian Almanack and General Directory for the Meridian of Adelaide. --- Adelaide: Edited, printed and published by A. Murray

3.1 Plan of the Intended New Port, Adelaide, South Australia, As designed by His Excellency Col. G. Gawler, K.H., &c., &c., &c., divided into Sections of 80 and 134 acres.
Scale : 1" = 40 chains
1 map : 23 x 17.5 cm
NOTE: Published at the office of the "South Australian". Scale is listed as 120 chains - 1 1/2 miles. Plan shows soundings, reserves, sections and proprietors of blocks. This plan is same as Murray, 1848 [Map no. 6].
I. Dean, J.
1. Adelaide (S. Aust.)--History--1836--1851
2. 2Port Adelaide (S. Aust.)--History
Location : NSL:M
1847


F4650

4.1
Settled Portions [Except S. E. District] of South Australia with situation of Mines of Copper & Lead indicated thus x
1847
Scale: none listed
1 map: col.; 31 x 25 cm.
NOTE: Same as Murray, 1848 [Map no. 5]; Allen, 1849 [Map no. 7]; Murray, 1850 [Map no. 8]. Preface Directory notes "map engraved on Copper-plate"
I. Dean, J. Egr
1. Copper mines and mining--South Australia--History
2. Lead mines and mining--South Australia--History
3. South Australia--Administrative and political divisions
Location: SSL:M

1848

5. The South Australian Almanack, and Town and Country Directory, for 1848. --- Calculated for the meridian of Adelaide. --- Adelaide: Edited, printed, and published, by A. Murray, Rundle-street. --- MDCCCXLVIII.

F4907a

5.1
Settled Portions [Except S. E. District] of South Australia with situation of Mines of Copper & Lead indicated thus x / Engraved by J. Dean.
Adelaide: --, n.d.
Scale: none listed
1 map: col.; hand col.; 31 x 25 cm.
NOTE: Same as Murray, 1847 [Map no. 4]; Allen, 1849 [Map no. 7]; Murray, 1850 [Map no. 8]. Counties block coloured in several colours. Coastline outlined in colour. List of hundreds in upper right hand corner of map.
I. Dean, J. egr
1. Copper mines and mining--South Australia--History
2. Lead mines and mining--South Australia--History
3. South Australia--History--1836-1851
Location: SSL:M; State Records
5.2 Plan of the Intended New Port, Adelaide, South Australia. As designed by His Excellency Col. G. Gawler, K. H., &c., &c., divided into sections of 80 and 134 acres.

Scale: 1" = 40 chains
1 map; 23 x 17 cm.
NOTE: Scale is listed as 120 chains - 1 1/2 miles. Shows soundings, reserves and present proprietors of blocks. This plan is the same as Murray, 1846 [Map no. 15]

1. Adelaide (S.Aust.)--History--1836-1851 2. Port Adelaide (S.Aust.)--History
Location: SSL:M; State Records

1849

F5189

6.1 Settled Portions [Except S. E. District] of South Australia with situation of Mines of Copper & Lead indicated thus x

Scale: none listed
1 map: col., hand col.; 31 x 25 cm.
NOTE: Same as Murray 1847 [Map no. 5] and 1850 [Map no. 8]. Colour varies / no engraver noted on map. Counties block coloured in several colours. Coastline outlined in colour.

1. Copper mines and mining--South Australia--History
2. Lead mines and mining--South Australia--History
3. South Australia--History--1836-1851
Location: SSL:M
1850

7.1 Settled Portion [Except S. E. District] of South Australia with situation of Mines Of Copper & Lead indicated thus x

Scale: none listed
1 map: col.; 31.5 x 25 cm.
NOTE: Same as Murray 1847 [Map no. 4]; 1848 [Map no. 5] and Allen, 1849 [Map no. 7]. Mainly black & white with Counties outlined in several colours. Title in lower left hand corner of map. Hundreds are listed in right hand corner with numbers representing settled areas in Counties of Adelaide, Hindmarsh, Gawler, Light & Sturt.
1. Copper mines and mining—South Australia—History
2. Lead mines and mining—South Australia—History
3. South Australia—History—1836-1851
Location: SSL:M; VSL

1858


Scale: none listed
1 map: 17.5 x 13.5 cm.
1. Adelaide (S.Aust.)—Streets—History
Location: SSL:M
9. The South Australian Book Almanack, for 1862. ... J. H. Lewis, Printer & Publisher, Adelaide.

9.1 South Australia. 1861. A Letter-Press Map of the City of Adelaide, By J. H. Lewis, showing the Public and Private Streets, Places of Worship, Public Buildings, &c, [From Upwards of 25,000 Moveable Types.]
Adelaide: J. H. Lewis, 1861
Scale: 1" = 2 Furlongs
1 map; 37 x 27 cm.
NOTE: References on each side of map listing streets etc. as per title. Also shows Acre Numbers. Includes Addenda giving details on the site of Adelaide, selected by Col. Light. Also gives population (130,000) of the colony on June 1861. Also gives information on Wards.

Location: State Records

1863
10. Howell's South Australian almanac for the year 1863. [Arms]
-- Adelaide: J. T. Shawyer, Printer, 71, King William St.
--- 1862.

10.1 Plan of the City of Adelaide. Penman & Galbraith
Eng & Adelaide

Scale: none listed
1 map; 17.5 x 13.5 cm.
NOTE: Same as plan in Howell, 1858 [Map no. 9] but minus the words "Engraved for Howell's [sic] Adelaide Directory"
1. Penman & Galbraith, egr
1. Adelaide (S.Aust.)—History 2. Adelaide (S.Aust.)—Streets—History
Location: SSL:M
1867
11. The National Directory of South Australia for 1867-68. Including a Squatters' Directory. Also, A new and correct Map of the Colony. John W. Bulter, Proprietor and Publisher, ...

11.1 "A new and correct Map of the Colony" [not sighted].

NOTE: All copies traced lack map.

1869

12.1 Plan of the City of Adelaide Compiled for Boothbys Directory 1869

Scale: 1" = 10 chains
1 map; 59.5 x 42 cm.
NOTE: Plan shows acre numbers, principle buildings, Botanic Gardens, sheep and cattle market.

1. City planning--South Australia--History 2.
Adelaide (S.Aust.)--History--1836-1900
Location: State Records: VSL
1870
13. The Adelaide Almanack Town and Country Directory and Guide to South Australia for 1870, with Map. By Josiah Boothby...

13.1 Cartographer: Ward, F. C.
Plan shewing Counties, Hundreds, Agricultural Areas, Railways etc. in the Settled districts of South Australia / drawn by F. C. Ward.
Scale: 5/16" = 10 miles
1 map; 39 x 28 cm.
NOTE: Inset 8.5 x 7.5 cm. containing index of Counties, Hundreds, with legend underneath the inset.
Map shows County boundaries, railways and tramways, roads and tracks.
I. Crawford, F. S. 1tg
1. Railroads--South Australia--History 2. South Australia--Administrative and political divisions
Location: State Records; VSL

1871

14.1 Plan of City of Adelaide compiled for Boothby's Directory 1871
[Adelaide]: n.d.
Scale: 1" = 10 chains
1 map; 59 x 42 cm.
NOTE: Lithograph. Plan of Adelaide showing principal buildings.
1. City planning--South Australia--Adelaide--History
2. Adelaide (S.Aust.)--History--1836-1900
Location: SSL:M; State Records
1872
15. Howell's [Arms] Adelaide Almanack, City and Port Directory, and Guide to South Australia for 1872, with a map gratis, showing the line of telegraph stations, &c., across the Continent to the Northern Territory. --- Adelaide: John Howell, Rundle-Street, ... 1872.

15.1 "Map showing the line of telegraph stations, etc., across the Continent to the Northern Territory". [not sighted]

NOTE: Title page of Almanack says "with a map gratis". All copies traced lack map.

1877
16. The Adelaide Almanac and Directory for South Australia, 1877, with Map of the Colony. Together with Official, Ecclesiastical, Legal, Banking, and Mercantile Directory. Fourteenth year of Publication...By Josiah Boothby

16.1 Plan of the Southern Portion of the Province of South Australia as divided into Counties and Hundreds showing Agricultural Areas Post Towns, Telegraph Stations, Main Roads and Railways; Compiled from Official Documents in the Office of the Surveyor General.


Scale : 1" = 8 miles.

1 map : col. ; 70 x 55 cm.

NOTE: Same as Boothby, 1880 [Map no. 20] Coastline outlined in colour, lakes block coloured.

I. Weller, Edward. Itg

1. Postal service--South Australia--History
2. Railroads--South Australia--History
3. Telegraph stations--South Australia--History
4. South Australia--Administrative and political divisions

Location : RGS

17.1 Australia
London: Sampson Low & Co.,
Scale - not given
1 map: col.; 32 x 41 cm.
NOTE: Shows existing and proposed railway lines, natural water drainage into South Australia. Northern Territory is shown as part of South Australia.
I. Weller, Edward. ltg
1. Railroads--South Australia--History
Location: RGS; SSL:M

17.2 Map Of The City Of Adelaide
Adelaide: [1878].
Scale: 1" = 6 chains.
1 map; 53.5 x 39 cm.
NOTE: Map on lower right hand edge extends through frame. Shows Adelaide and parklands, railway line from North Terrace and railway line from Southern end of Victoria Square towards Unley. Same as Boothby, 1879 [Map no. 19].
I. Williams, J. ltg
1. City Planning--South Australia--History
2. Railroads--South Australia--History
3. Adelaide (S.Aust.)--History
Location: RGS; SSL:M
1879

18.1 Map Of the City of Adelaide
Adelaide: n.d.
Scale: not given.
1 map; 53.5 x 39 cm.
NOTE: Same as Boothby, 1878 [Map no. 18]. Plan of Adelaide and parklands. Map on lower right hand edge extends through frame. Shows railway line from North Terrace and railway line from the Southern end of Victoria Square towards Unley.
I. Williams, J. ltg
1. City Planning--South Australia--History
2. Railroads--South Australia--History 3. Adelaide (S.Aust.)--History
Location: State Records

1880

19.1 Plan of the Southern Portion of the Province of South Australia as divided into Countries and Hundreds showing Agricultural Areas Post Towns, Telegraph Stations, Main Roads and Railways, Compiled from Official Documents in the Office of Surveyor General
London: Sampson, Low & Co., [1877?]
Scale: 1" = 16 miles.
1 map; col.; 70 x 55 cm.
NOTE: Map same as Boothby, 1877 [Map no. 16]. Lakes and sea block coloured with description and imprint of map in cartouche.
I. Weller, Edward. ltg
1. Postal Service--South Australia--History
2. Railroads--South Australia--History 3. Telegraph Stations--South Australia--History 4. South Australia--Administrative and political divisions
Location: RGS; SSL:M

20.1 Cartographer: Fieldhouse, W.
Map of the City of Adelaide Compiled and Delineated by W. Fieldhouse --- Published by Sands & McDougall, Manufacturing Stationers, 54 King William Street, Adelaide, 1883
Adelaide: Sands & McDougall, 1883.
Scale: 7/16" = 6 chains.
1 map: 58 x 55 cm.

NOTE: Same as Sands & McDougall 1884 [Map no. 21]. Plan of Adelaide showing principle buildings, tree lined roads to parklands, Botanic Gardens and Botanic Park. Acre blocks in City (and North Adelaide) are numbered.

1. City Planning—South Australia 2. Adelaide (S.Aust.)—History
Location: SSL:M

20.2 Map shewing Lines of Railways in South Australia 1883 Including Largs Bay.
Scale: 1" = 30 miles
1 map: 37 x 20 cm.

NOTE: Drawn on Stone by H B for E. Spiller, Govt. Printer, Adelaide
Has as inset: Enlarged Plan of Port, Gawler & Nairne Lines. 10.5 x 7 cm. In the top right hand corner is a circle 4 cm. in diameter enclosing a Map of Australia.
I. Spiller. E. prt
1. Railroads—South Australia—History 2. Largs Bay (S.Aust.)—History 3. South Australia—History—1836-1900
Location: RGS

21.1 Cartographer: Fieldhouse, W.
Map of the City of Adelaide Compiled and Delineated by W. Fieldhouse; Published by Sands & McDougall, Manufacturing Stationers, 54 King William Street, Adelaide.
Adelaide: Sands & McDougall, 1884.
Scale 7/16" = 6 chains.
1 map; 58 x 54.5 cm.
NOTE: Same as Sands & McDougall, 1883 [Map no. 29].
Plan of Adelaide showing principle buildings, tree lined roads to parklands, Botanic Gardens and Botanic Park. Acre blocks in City (and North Adelaide) are numbered.

1. City planning--South Australia--History
2. Adelaide (S.Aust.)--History
   Location: RGS; SSL:M; State Records

22. Sands & McDougall's South Australian Directory for 1885, with which is incorporated Boothby's South Australian Directory, --- Twenty-second year of publication.

22.1 Map of the City of Adelaide.
Adelaide: Sands & McDougall, n.d.
Scale 1" = 16 chains.
1 map; 53.5 x 39 cm.
NOTE: Same as Sands & McDougall 1884 [Map no. 21] with the addition of Tramway service lines. Reference to Tramway's legend on top right hand corner of map.
1. Sands & McDougall. 1tg
1. City planning--South Australia--History
2. Streets--South Australia--Adelaide Metropolitan Area
3. Tramways--South Australia--Adelaide Metropolitan Area--History
4. Adelaide (S.Aust.)--History
   Location: SSL:M
23. Sands & McDougall's (Limited) South Australian Directory for 1887, with which is incorporated Boothby's South Australian Directory. --- Twenty-fourth year of publication.

23.1 Cartographer: Greenshields, R. P.
Adelaide: Sands & McDougall,
Scale 1" = 20 chains / 1/4 mile
1 map; 93 x 86 cm.
NOTE: Same as Sands & McDougall, 1889 [Map no. 24]; 1890 [Map no. 25]; 1892 [Map no. 30]. Plan shows sections and section numbers. Has legend in the lower right hand corner, showing Railways and Tramways, Hotels and Inns, Public Buildings, Churches Chapels. Has concentric circles, 1 mile apart, centred on the G.P.O., to a distance of 5 miles.
1. Sands & McDougall. ltg
Location: SSL:M
24. Sands & McDougall's (Limited) South Australian Directory for 1889, with which is incorporated Boothby's South Australian Directory.---Twenty-sixth Year of Publication.

24.1 Cartographer: Greenshields, R. P.
Adelaide: Sands & McDougall,
Scale: 1" = 20 chains / 1/4 mile
1 map; 94 x 87.5 cm.
NOTE: Same as Sands & McDougall 1887, [Map no. 23]; 1890 [Map no. 25]; 1892 [Map no. 30]. Plan shows section and section numbers. Has legend in lower right hand corner, showing Railways and Tramways, Hotels and Inns, Public buildings, Churches and Chapels. Has concentric circles, 1 mile apart, centred on the G.P.O., to a distance of 5 miles.
I. Sands & McDougall. 1tg
Location: SSL:M
25. Sands & McDougall's (Limited) South Australian Directory for 1890, with which is incorporated Boothby's South Australian Directory.---Twenty-seventh Year of Publication.

25.1 Cartographer: Greenshields, R. P.
Adelaide: Sands & McDougall
Scale 1" = 20 chains / 1/4 mile.
1 map; 94 x 88 cm.
NOTE: Same as Sands & McDougall, 1887 [Map no. 23]; 1889 [Map no. 24]; 1892 [Map no. 30]. Plan shows sections and section numbers. Has legend for Railways and Tramways, Hotels and Inns, Public buildings and Churches and Chapels. Has concentric circles, 1 mile apart, centred on the G.P.O., to a distance of 5 miles.
I. Sands & McDougall. 1tg
Location: SSL:M; State Records
1892
26. Sands & McDougall's (Limited) South Australian Directory for 1892, with which is incorporated Boothby's South Australian Directory. - Twenty-ninth year of publication.

26.1 Cartographer: Greenshields, R. P.  
New Plan of Adelaide and Suburbs, corrected to date expressly for Sands & McDougall Limited South Australian Directory - Compiled and drawn by R. P. Greenshields  
Adelaide : Sands & McDougall, n.d.  
Scale : 1" = 20 chains.  
1 map ; 94 x 87.5 cm.  
1. Churches--South Australia--History 2. City planning--South Australia--History 3. Hotels, taverns, etc.--South Australia--Adelaide--History 4. Railroads--South Australia--Adelaide Metropolitan Area--History 5. Adelaide (S.Aust.)--History  
Location : SSL:M

26.2 Plan of Unley --- Comprising Goodwood, Unley, Hyde Park, Parkside, Malvern and Fullarton  
Engraved by Sands & McDougall Ltd. for their S.A. Directory 1892  
[Adelaide] : [Sands & McDougall], [1892]  
Scale : none listed  
1 Map ; 11.5 x 19 cm.  
NOTE: Advertisement for E. T. Kaines on all four sides of the Map.  
1. Sands & McDougall  
Location : SSL:M
Plan of Glenelg
engraved by Sands & McDougall Ltd. for their
S. A. Directory 1892
[Adelaide] : [Sands & McDougall], [1892]
Scale : none listed
1 map : 11.5 x 19.5 cm.
NOTE: Attached to verso p.66. Advertisement for
James Hill & Sons on all four sides of the map.
[Plans of districts could vary from one almanac
to another]
I. Sands & McDougall
1. Glenelg (S.Aust.)--History
   Location : RGS

Plan of the Town of Kensington and Norwood comprising
Kensington, Norwood, Kensington and Marryatville.
Engraved by Sands & McDougall Ltd for their directory
1892
Scale : none listed
1 map : 11.5 x 19.5 cm.
NOTE: Attached to page 87 of Almanac. Advertisement
for H. P. Wilson on all four sides of the map.
[Plans of districts could vary from one almanac
to another]
I. Sands & McDougall
1. Kensington (S.Aust.)--History 2. Kent Town
   (S.Aust.)--History 3. Marryatville (S.Aust.)--
   History 4. Norwood (S.Aust.)--History
   Location : RGS